EXPLORE ERA

ERA | INTRODUCTION
Era, a UK manufacturer with over 20 years commercial experience,
specialises in bespoke agile working products, in particular booths
and pods. Our business model evolved from the origins of privacy and
dividing screen design into break out furniture designed to encourage
collaboration, communication and innovation, whilst still maintaining our
core values, flexibility and service. Still based in Hampshire UK, where
we started life in 1997, out of our 28,000 sq ft factory.
Whilst we manufacture a large portfolio of products, including acoustic
wall and ceiling tiles, mobile screens and soft seating to name a few,
we pride ourselves in being specialists in sound absorbing pods
and booths. We are able to capture elegance and simplicity within
our products, with our in-house design team and specialist artisans
enabling us the ability to design and manufacture products tailored to
the client’s requirements, whether that’s footprint, shape or style.
We distinguish ourselves by offering flexibility, excellent service levels
and bespoke design and manufacture. These Brand Values – bespoke/
flexible/service make us unique to our customers.
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ERA | SUSTAINABILITY
Now more than ever sustainability and the environment are a focal topic of
conversation and at the forefront when designing new work spaces. Governed
by our Corporate Social Responsibility we endeavour to continually reduce
our impact on the local environment. As an office furniture manufacturer it is
important for us to acknowledge and accept responsibility for our role in helping
to create not only more sustainable, considered furniture but also as a corporate
responsibility to lower our carbon footprint.
Through regular environmental reviews and audits we have highlighted the use
of raw materials, energy use and the production and disposal of waste, including
end disposal of product as the main aspects of our activities. In turn these
are the areas we would like to further build on as we continue to design and
develop new products, to become more sustainable.
We realise there is still a long way to go to becoming a more sustainable
company but would like to detail some of the ways we are already addressing
this matter in the upcoming pages.
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ERA | WASTE

Although waste is unavoidable in the manufacturing process, we have methods in
place to significantly reduce the amount or re-purpose it to avoid going to landfill.
REDUCE:
☐ We manufacture all our products to order meaning we do not have any
excess stock and waste, as well as only using the energy required to fulfill the
requirements.
☐ We also carefully plan out and nest our components on our CNC machines to
use the full potential of each sheet of material, not only reducing offcut waste
but also maximising the efficiency of each run of the machine to limit energy
waste.
☐ We select and use local suppliers where possible to reduce emissions.
REUSE:
☐ We incinerate our wood waste to heat our manufacturing facility and 		
reduce our waste to landfill.
☐ Fabric offcuts are donated to local schools and the community for arts and
crafts.
☐ Offer to recycle product components at the end of their life cycle.
☐ 92% of our waste that is sent to landfill is recycled via our waste disposal.
partner.
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ERA | FAST TRENDS

At Era, we pride ourselves on the quality of our products and our close working
relationship with clients to truly understand the design requirements and provide
a bespoke, flexible solution. With this in mind our products are designed for
longevity rather than adding to the ‘throw away’ culture.
☐ Being designed to last, the majority of our products can be reconfigured or
added to in order to adapt to new working environments.
☐ We incorporate existing dies and share components where possible within
new products to minimise tool wastage.
☐ Due to our flexible, bespoke nature, we make to order and don’t hold stock
that can accumulate and become obsolete.
☐ Our agile working ranges are designed to be dynamic in usage and fit a
variety of functions from solo study to collaborative meetings, negating the
need for single use, redundant furniture.
☐ All our products are supplied with a 5 year warranty subject to normal wear
and tear (electrics 1 year).
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ERA | supply & DISTRIBUTION

Supply and distribution are a prominent part of the manufacturing process and
naturally entail a huge environmental impact. We are continuously working on
streamlining our delivery process and supply chain.
SUPPLY:
☐ All our timber products are sourced through sustainably managed forests.
☐ Many of our raw materials are partially recycled and sourced responsibly.
☐ We select and use local suppliers where possible to reduce emissions.
☐ We continue to promote sustainable Camira fabrics which are recycled,
renewable, compostable, and climate neutral. Many of which are also certified
to the EU Ecolabel and Indoor Advantage Gold.
DISTRIBUTION:
☐ Our Operations team plan weekly runs for the most efficient delivery routes.
☐ Our fleet of delivery vehicles operate with fuel efficient distribution systems
and are serviced regularly.
☐ We reuse boxes and packaging from our deliveries to pack our accessories for
shipping and our plastic wrap is made from 30% recycled material.
☐ On installations we use reusable wrapping rather than single use plastic to
reuse waste.
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ERA | RESPONSIBILITY
We understand we have a corporate responsibility not only to the environment
but also to the well-being of our employees and ensuring we create an inclusive,
welcoming place to work.
☐ We actively employ within the local area with a number of employees being
able to walk or cycle to work.
☐ We ensure our team have the relevant training and opportunities to excel in
their roles and career paths. A strong company ethos is to encourage career
development from within the company with several of our management team
working their way up to the position.
☐ Our nominated charity is Macmillan Cancer Care which we support throughout
the year with sponsored events and coffee mornings. Which also encourages
the team to come together to participate.
☐ We support Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust with corporate
membership.
☐ We hold the British Gas Business Zero Carbon certificate for our electricity
supply. As well as using energy efficient lighting throughout the factory and
timers on our machines to ensure they are off during non production hours.
☐ Procurement of Fair Trade products in staff canteens.

British Gas Business

Zero Carbon
Electricity Certificate
British Gas Trading Ltd certifies that 100%
of the electricity supplied by British Gas to
Simple Office Solutions Ltd
2000007827672
will be backed by a mix of renewable certificates
and nuclear energy for the period:
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t: +44 (0) 1264 341400
f: +44 (0) 1264 341444
e: sales@erascreens.com
w: www.erascreens.com
Head Office
Era Park
Balksbury Hill
Upper Clatford
Hampshire
SP11 7LW

London Showroom
Era
First floor
43 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1M 5RS

